
Sentence Types and Functions

You can be glad to hear that there are just four primary kinds of sentences to know if you're concerned
about academic literature.

This tutorial offers you all the information essay writer need to know about the 4 types of sentences
together with several examples and a questionnaire for testing your knowledge

What are the 4 Types of Sentences?

Four sorts of sentences exist: declarative, imperative, questionable, and exclusive.

In this section, we review each of the many sentence forms and explain how it is to be used, how and
how it may be exemplified.

1. Declarative Sentence

The four most frequent sorts of sentences are declarative sentences. They're utilized to make a
declaration (which can be a fact or an opinion).

These sentences finish within a time. Many literary works feature several declarative sentences in
succession as they are the finest sentence for a clear and intelligible formulation of the narrative.

Examples:

1. Ella's dance was late.
2. In the last decade, the population of songbirds has fallen drastically.
3. I'd like vanilla ice cream rather than ice cream chocolate.
4. On December 16, 1775, Jane Austen was born.

2. Imperative Sentence

Essay writing service suggests that you should give an order or instruction to imperative sentences.

They can vary from a single verb to a considerably longer-term and usually conclude with a period.

Imperative sentences can nonetheless occasionally finish with an exclamation if there is a lot of feeling
in the sequence. The sentence is an imperative, non-exclamatory, sentence even when it is concluded
with an exclamation mark, as long as it is a command.

Examples:

1. Shut the door!
2. Don’t eat the cake until it has cooled.
3. Please pass the gravy.
4. Be there by 3:00.

3. Interrogative Sentence
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All interrogatory sentences pose a question and so conclude with a question mark (which easily identifies
them!). This sort of sentence usually starts with such words as "do" "how" "what" "what." The question
may be yes/no or a more open inquiry.

Examples:

1. Are you still hungry?
2. Why do you think Arthur is mad at me?
3. Did Taylor remember to let the dog out?
4. Was Abraham Lincoln the 16th president?

4. Exclamatory Sentence

Exclamatory sentences communicate very powerful emotions like rage, pleasure, incredulity, etc. But
they always finish with an exclamation point, and if the sentence delivers command and ends with a
ruling mark, it is an imperative sentence, not a ruling.

This sort of sentence is rarely used in professional writing (for example, in newspapers or scholarly
journals) when the author has to be impartial and not emotional.

However, exclamatory sentences may be an excellent approach to express emotions and/or generate a
strong reaction in your readers for various forms of writing. They can assist readers to realize when a
character really feels passionate or when something arrives in the storyline.

Examples:

1. I can’t believe we have lost!
2. My sister just won the lottery!
3. Happy birthday!
4. That man just robbed a bank
5. How to use the sentence variation

Any work that aims primarily at providing facts (such as research paper or paper article) should be
written with declarative sentences nearly entirely. Declarative sentences are the most frequent sentence
type for nearly all writing pieces; however, you cannot use the other kinds of sentences for these
fact-based articles. This is because declarative sentences are the most objective truths and the greatest
consistency in writing.

You are more prone to employ various kinds of sentences in other writings, such as fiction or opinion
articles. The dialog may be a wonderful area to employ the other sorts of sentences, as characters ask
questions, exclaim or offer instructions to one another.

One thing to be careful of is the limited use of exclamatory sentences. Even if essay writing service use
it too often, it will lose its efficacy and your writing may look over-strong and unprofessional. The fact of
exclamation may give drama and excitement to your writings.

Using Different Sentence Types in Your Writing

While declarative sentences are by far the most prevalent form of a sentence, if employed alone they
can lead to stale writing. Take as an example the following point:

I'll show you how a snowflake is made. Paper snowflakes might even become addicting if you master the
skills. You can start with the steps indicated below.
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These three sentences are declarative; thus, the composition sounds a bit flat. See what is happening
instead of a range of sentence types:

As you can see, one of the sentence patterns was employed in the second paragraph and the outcome is
a more intriguing part.

This is suitable for writing in a relaxed, friendly, and numerous creative works. Please pay attention to
more formal writing. Declarative sentences are the most acceptable option in the event of expository
writing. You can also take more information about sentences on sites like write my essay.

Choosing the Right Type of Sentence

Your purpose depends on the correct sort of sentence in your writing. With the following instructions,
decide what you want to say:

1. Use a declarative sentence to transmit information or answer a query.
2. Select an interrogatory sentence to pose a straight inquiry.
3. Use an urgent statement to tell somebody what to do.
4. Use an exclusive sentence to express more emotion (but use these sparingly).


